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hat is it to be a self-made woman artist?

One with an ambition to put forward a

vision in the world, but scarce resources;

lacking any artistic or ancestral

pedigree; possessed of a temperament

unsuited to making strategic alliances? One with

trauma left behind; sketchy parenting; no early

teachers or mentors and scant access into the

networks of connection built by the elite and

favoring their own? These are the terms on which

the photographer Berenice Abbott faced a world of

struggle, grief and possibility—proceeding by

affinity, instinct, curiosity, and an inner call—or

maybe an inner dare.  Her efforts were not reliably

met by the world’s resources, and often profoundly

thwarted. Still, Abbott managed always to cut a

path outside the common route; and Julia Van

Haaften’s hefty new study of her—Berenice Abbott:

A Life in Photography—is a portrait of resilience and

creative determination that allows much insight

into one of the most remarkable lives of a

twentieth-century artist. 

“Berenice’s … profession took her into the ranks

of upper-class life … but she was an outsider and

had a feast-or-famine existence…. she was

marginalized her entire life for her lower-class

origins and family disarray, her personal style and

indiscretions, her inability and unwillingness to

play by art-world rules,” writes Van Haaften, who

knew Abbott and interviewed her extensively. Also

as founding curator of the New York Public

Library’s photography collection, Van Haaften has

had a long and close relationship with Abbott’s

body of work. Accounts of such lives are lacking;

and Berenice Abbott both addresses a significant gap

in our literature and points out a direction for

future investigation. 

At the age of nineteen, in 1918, Abbott plucked

herself up from a bleak and wanting Ohio, having

spent just two semesters at Ohio State University

(“We didn’t have the money … but I went anyway”),

then borrowed $20 for a one-way train fare to New

York City. She followed friends and her own

inclinations into the Bohemian circles in Greenwich

Village, then onto Paris, and Berlin. She fell into a

world where she mixed with surrealists, dada-ists,

bon vivants and a spectrum of famous personalities—

Djuna Barnes, Marcel Duchamp, Malcolm Cowley,

and Sylvia Beach among them. She drifted a bit in

search of support, and her métier, knowing she

needed both, and not on conventional terms. The

New York Review of Books’ review of Van Haaften’s

biography mentions Abbott’s striking “photogenic”

qualities, stating (rather puzzlingly in 2018, I think)

that “there was no practical reason why the young

Abbott, poor and artistically directionless, could not

have become a fine model.” No reason, except that

Abbott wanted to see through her own eyes rather

than being viewed and defined wholly by others.

Later, in 1975, she reflected on this period, saying,

“[M]en were really people and they were good …

Oh, I think it was unconscious. Women were

beautiful objects. Same old myth, you see?” She

observed, as well, in her typical spare and truth-

telling style, “A woman is like a sponge. She soaks

up everything around her. Until you do what you

want to do you do not know your own identity.” Van

Haaften reports that Abbott was distressed, while

teaching later at The New School in New York, that

so many talented young women abandoned

themselves to domestic life: “They always have to go

home and make supper for somebody.” 

Abbott experimented with journalism and theater

and sculpture; then by serendipitous accident she

began to assist the photographer Man Ray in his

Paris studio in the early 1920s. From there she

adopted photography and began to educate herself

seriously in its practice (whether it was an “art” was

at that time still a matter of aesthetic debate). And

she was further inspired by the work of Eugène

Atget—an outlier himself—the famous documentary

photographer of Paris whose dreamlike images

bridged realism and liminal space, and whose legacy

Abbott worked tirelessly to preserve. (Before leaving

Paris she purchased Atget’s archive with borrowed

funds and made it her mission to promote and sell, a

bittersweet burden she carried through her life.) She

had fleeting loves and friendships and a few that

lasted; her romantic connections were mostly if not

all women. Through her gift for portraiture she

found her way to circles of influence and power, but

never all the way “in,” often falling back to the

margins of privation and self-reliance. Van Haaften

writes that Abbott was drawn to photograph not

only the celebrities of the era, but “individuals from

different places, residing apart from their families,

making their own way or earning their own living,

in a city that was a haven for independent women

and women of independent means.” And Abbott’s

comment on the period is poignant. “We had the

illusion that we could go ahead and do our work,

and that nothing would ever come along to stop us.”

A
bbott eschewed using sexuality as currency

with powerful men; it’s less clear how her

relations proceeded with women; her

notable connections included Princess Eugène

Murat, widow of a grandson of Napoleon III. Peggy

Guggenheim sat for a portrait and became a

benefactor; Janet Flanner promoted her work in her

famous Letters from Paris. But Abbott on the whole

seems to have been temperamentally unsuited to

instrumentalism and careerism or even strategic

diplomacy (“There was some part of the game I

didn’t play, not because I didn’t want to, but I

didn’t know how….”), refusing identity labels

(such as “lesbian”) and often stumbling in

cultivating the influence of those who might have

been helpful to her—Stieglitz, for example, and

later, Ansel Adams. She lived by her own opinions

and judgments and her remarkable ability to invent

and to refine her eye, craft, instruments, and

practice. This bootstrapping, American-style

disposition stood her in better stead than the more

old-world search for patronage. 

On the eve of the Depression, Abbott looped

back to the US and to Manhattan, where she began

to take some of the pictures for which she is most

known: cityscapes and architectural details of New

York City. Van Haaften calls her famous Night View,

or Skyscrapers by Night, “the key to her self-image

and inner life.” Finally, she did make a home in the

world: one created and illuminated by her singular

truth. The Berenice Abbott who has come down to

us was known by the world if not wholly

understood; and she remained beholden to none

except her own quest to see, and perhaps to Atget’s

legacy and his archive. 
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an Haaften has not given us a psychological

biography; she shifts away from

interpretation or exploration of the deeper

structures and themes of a life in favor of a

comprehensive (and at times exhausting)

cataloguing of facts. Abbott herself might have

favored this approach—at least the Abbott that

stalked the earth insisting on the seen world and

allowing the murky emotional depths to be left

alone or perhaps be defined only by suggestion. Yet

Abbott also poured “seeing” into the world, and

with that vision, feeling. Her pictures, as “factual”

as they are, touch us at an emotional level—as she

well knew, and strived for. Van Haaften writes, “She

bristled at the notion of emotional photographs, but

Night View makes us feel what she saw.” On a

December evening in 1934, from an upper floor of

the Empire State Building, Abbott captured the

luminous promise of the city, mysterious and

unknowable, yet unified, structured, hopeful and

humming with power. And Abbott’s “eye” is

always recognizable; the lens through which she

saw the world has a clear signature. Her own grave

almond-shaped eyes, rendered unforgettable by

Man Ray’s photographs, Noguchi’s sculpture and

her own 1945 Self-Portrait with Distortion, seem to

call upon the depths; she even named her notable

photographic invention, a camera that allowed

objects to be enlarged before exposure rather than in

a darkroom, “Super-Sight.” What was it to be that

woman, then, with that uncommon super-sight?

What deeper architecture animated her steely

character, the originality of her vision, her

professional and personal choices; how did alcohol

dependency and (suggested) promiscuity, her

peripatetic movement, off-and-on connections to

people, even in long-term relationships, entangle

with her talent? It’s a life that summons questions as

fiercely as it eludes them; and Van Haaften’s

biography, while admirably cataloguing a vast

archive of detail, inhibits insights into these matters,

as Abbott did herself. Reading between the lines,

then—I, as others before me—continue to seek

answers to the mysteries posed, the secrets fenced

off. And we do it, I think, because of the need to

understand something important about what it is to

be an artist, and a woman.  

A
chapter titled “Big Lie All of My Life”

opens the book, along with a blunt

warning from Abbott herself about her

formative years—(“[T]he less we discuss it the

better.”) Originally named Bernice (she adopted the

second “e” in Paris), Abbott had a mother, Alice,

who lived by one set of rules, re-drawing

permissible social categories—wife, widow,

divorcée, mother—as it suited her, while policing

conventional boundaries for her two daughters.

This, of course, was not unusual—though the sense

is that Alice showed uncommon vigor and

creativity in the matter. But untruths passed down

through the female line by those coerced into

unhappy compromises with society tend to surface

eventually, even blossom into art. My own guess is

that Abbott’s quest for truth-in-representation

might have been tied to a need to look below her

family’s surface narratives and conformity-

falsehoods—sifting the residue of abuse and

trauma, need, separations, and lies. It’s interesting

that later in her life, after the end of the Second

World War, Abbott raised money for cameras and

darkroom equipment for veterans, “believing that

the practice of photography sped the healing

process by easing the pain of mind and body.” In

some sense it may have aided her own healing, the

lifelong and unseen pursuit. Abbott’s quest to strip

away art and artifice, seek an ever-more-intimate

realism in her subjects and cityscapes, seems to

reflect back on her formative years. 

There is some speculation, even by Van Haaften,

that Abbott, in particular in terms of Atget, to

whose legacy she devoted much time and effort—

may have unconsciously sought a “father figure” to

replace that absence in her early life. This seems

insufficient; in this biography, at least, there’s no

real evidence of parenting from father or mother.

But beyond that, to me, Abbott’s deepest search

seems to have been for truth, and truth-in-seeing,

more than parental replacement. 

After her re-visioning of New York, Abbott

turned to the other area for which she is well-

known, to make science visually accessible and to

humanize it. To me this seeing of the unseen, or

what the human eye is too slow to encounter, is the

ingenious next chapter of her epistemological

quest. And this endeavor, if it had enjoyed more

popular success, might be helpful to us now, subject

as we remain to the “black box” of science and

technology. But living at the mercy of ignorance—

her own as well as others’—seems to have been

deeply unacceptable to Abbott. 

This I think is her signal legacy. Her words

resonate today as they did in her own time: “What

impresses me greatly is the vast amount of

creativity that could have been added to the store of

human well-being and development—but instead

has been wasted and ignored—defeated by the

super dreadnought of a vicious society; vicious in

its destruction of what in man is its most precious

possession.” Van Haaften’s biography retrieves and

preserves this life narrative at a moment when we

need to focus our own lens even more thoughtfully

on what assists creativity and what destroys it, and

what examples our fine teachers have left us.
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